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By Divyanshi Sharma : Watch movie 'Diuwaai ii Sweety', its worth a watch. And it has Ajay Devgn as the hero. And it also had a hunk of a hero in Ketan Mehta as the protagonist. Watch the
movie. It's worth a watch. By Divyanshi Sharma : So after that superb start whenShikhar Dhawan belted two consecutiveboundaries, things are progressing at a steady if not slow pace for

India. Zimbabwe bowlers havent been able to enjoy similar conditions to that of Indiaearly on when the ball was swinging but they have been decent in not allowing freebies after a scratchy3-4
overs upfront. India 29/0 in 7 Overs, chasing 190. By Divyanshi Sharma : Har ladki ka ek sapna hota hai ki uski shaadi ho, ghar base, bachche ho. Make a wild guess what era this dialogue is

from. 1970s Nope. 1980s Nope. Chalo, 1990s. Nope! This is from the 2005 film Shikhar, starring Ajay Devgn, Shahid Kapoor, Bipasha Basu and Amrita Rao. The film released 15 years ago today
but its script seemed to be stuck in an era way before its release. When Yuzvendra Chahal retires from cricket, he can consider a career in acting - that, at least, is the opinion on Instagram

after the Rajasthan Royals player uploaded a hilarious video. The video, shared on Tuesday, shows Chahal with Shikhar Dhawan and Kuldeep Yadav. Lying in bed, the cricketer was seen licking
a lemon - a strange thing to do, but the reason soon becomes clear. It appears that the trio was enacting a movie scene. So after that superb start whenShikhar Dhawan belted two

consecutiveboundaries, things are progressing at a steady if not slow pace for India. Zimbabwe bowlers havent been able to enjoy similar conditions to that of Indiaearly on when the ball was
swinging but they have been decent in not allowing freebies after a scratchy3-4 overs upfront.
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